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technical brochure

Insect Screens &
Enclosures to enhance
the comfort of your
home and garden...
Let us improve your
view of the world!

innovative I discreet I contemporary

plissé (patented)

The evolution of flyscreens...
Plissé is the ideal flyscreen for
wide french doors. The absense
of lower guides on the floor
makes for very easy cleaning and
transit: no architectural barrier.
It can be realized with one
shutter, two shutters with central
closing hook or even “one after
another” system from two to six
shutters for very wide doors.

No barrier on the floor >
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Illustrations show various Plissé
formats and layouts.
Photograph shows one of the
many possible options with
Plissé model.
www.simply-screens.com

plissé 40 embedding kit

plissé embedding +
rolling shutter 78

Built-in device facilitate the positioning
of the flyscreen on french doors.
Aluminium overall size 40mm

Plissè built-in + the rolling shutter guide facilitate
the use of the Plissè with the built-in 50mm

wall fixing
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Lateral compensating profile
To fix the flyscreen on uneven
jambs it is advisable to use the
compensating profile.
The screen can be easily
unhooked.

plissé (patented)
Size and colour options:
Plisse doors can be fitted as
one screen or multiple screens.
When fitted as multiple units,
the locking mechanism can be
‘Central’ or ‘one after the other’,
for very wide doors.
Door heights, for all module
widths can be from 210 cms
to 270 cms.

Plisse Screens come in two
finishes, black or grey, for
flyscreens.
They may also be supplied
with a Plated Darkening finish,
or Filtering in 4 colours.
Frames can be supplied as solid
colours (9 options), Marbled
(7 options) or Wood Grain (12
options). Details and samples
can be provided on request.

Number of door modules:

Width of opening:
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contact

Head Office:

Lagos, Portugal
(+351) 282 798 080
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Email:

info@simplyscreens.pt
Website:

www.simplyscreens.pt

discreet, retractable,
pleated mosquito
screens to enhance the
comfort of your home...

innovative I discreet I contemporary

